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ABSTRACT: Personalization is the adaptation of information according to user needs. Personalization when applied to
Semantic Web offers many advantages when compared to traditional Web as Semantic Web is the next generation Web.
Ontologies play a crucial role in bringing the Semantic Web to its full potential. Ontological relationship can be utilized
in inferring additional information in Semantic Web. In this paper, a SemRPer rule based personalization system for
Semantic Web is proposed. SemRPer system generates personalized recommendations using a generic rule reasoner.
Generic rule reasoner is built on the rule set which consist of a set of rules written to carry out the personalization task.
Performance of SemRPer system is demonstrated by using two applications as examples.
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1. Introduction

Semantic Web is the next generation web where information is given well defined meaning by being organized into conceptual
spaces known as ontologies. The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused as
ontologies across application, enterprise, and community boundaries [1]. Ontologies represent the information domain
model of Semantic Web [2]. Ontologies are used to create and design metadata elements which are required for developing
Semantic Web applications. Metadata is used to specify what the data are about in machine process able manner. Metadata
provides extra information in the form of attributes and annotation which can be used by personalization system to build
models of user preferences.

1.1 Personalization
To personalize means to make or change something so it is suitable for a particular person [3]. Personalization is defined as
the ability to provide content and services tailored to individuals based on knowledge about their preferences and behaviour
[4]. Personalization transforms the information in user friendly manner which can be easily used by user. It gives the user the
required information without requiring them to ask for it explicitly [5]. Personalization applied to Semantic Web offers many
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advantages than traditional web because Semantic Web integrates semantics with unstructured data. Intelligence of
Personalization system can be improved by using semantic attributes and annotations [6]. Ontologies which form the
backbone of Semantic Web can be utilized for inferring additional characteristics by using ontological relations, conditions
and restrictions.

1.2. Reasoning Systems
Reasoning is the powerful mechanism to draw conclusions from facts. Reasoning systems are used to derive facts that are
not expressed in ontology or in knowledge base explicitly [7]. A reasoner is a program that infers logical consequences from
a set of explicitly asserted facts or axioms and typically provides automated support for reasoning tasks such as classification,
debugging and querying [8].

1.2.1 Advantages of applying reasoning support to ontologies
Reasoners can be used as a tool that supports design and deployment of high quality ontologies in applications [9].

1. Reasoners can be used to provide feedback to users about logical implications of design in case of huge ontologies where
building and maintaining ontologies are very costly and time consuming.

2. Reasoners are used to check the presence of inconsistent classes in the class hierarchy highlighting the fundamental error
in the design process.

3. Reasoners are used to alert the user about the presence of synonyms where two classes necessarily had the same set of
instances.

4. Reasoners update the class hierarchy by checking for implicit subsumption relationship. Subsumption determine whether
a concept subsumes another concept, i.e., whether description of concept is more general than the description of another
concept.

5. Reasoners support modular design for parallel development of large ontologies and module extraction where smaller
modules containing required information are extracted from large ontologies.

6. Reasoners provide explanation’s about the inferences which help the users to correct the errors and increase their faith
about the correctness of inferences.

7. Reasoning plays a vital role in deploying ontologies in various domains and when the ontology based system are used as
components in larger applications such as Semantic Web.  It helps in answering queries about the domain; provide guarantees
about the correctness of the result and to retrieve data.

1.2.2 Ontology Reasoning in Semantic Web
The Semantic Web consists of huge number of ontologies. Ontologies provide shared understanding of the domain under
study. Strength of ontologies lies in the fact that they can be reasoned upon in a logically provable way, hence Semantic Web
based applications can be used as an input to a reasoning system because of ontologies reasoning characteristics.

1.2.3 Semantic Web Reasoners
Semantic Web supports a range of reasoners first group of reasoners are description logic reasoners (DL) examples are Pellet,
FACT++ and Racer [10]. These reasoners can be accessed using XML interface developed by the DL Implementation Group
(DIG). DIG is a simple protocol based on HTTP PUT/GET. DIG uses XML schema for expressing description logics language
statements and queries. The problem with DIG is current interface is not sufficient to capture general OWL DL ontologies.

Second group of reasoners are present as a part semantic web packages or frameworks. These reasoners implement their own
reasoning support to some degree. There are many Semantic Web development frameworks such as Jena, Sesame. Framework
consists of a set of tools which consists of three basic components: Storage, access and inference. Storage components are
RDF repositories that store information. Access components supports query processing, API for accessing and modifying
Information. An interface component consists of reasoning engines that performs OWL inference on the information stored
in ontologies. Jena is the most widely used Semantic Web framework for Java. Jena provides SPARQL interface, RDF and
OWL API and inference support. Jena supports multiple storage and reasoning mechanisms. In this paper Jena, a Semantic
Web Framework based on Java is chosen. Inference support in Jena is sound. Jena also provides a general purpose rule
engine where one can write rules for custom inference. Rules for reasoning can be written for supporting inferences. DL
based reasoners can be connected to Jena which overcomes DIG limitations ,in which case full OWL DL reasoning support
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is possible in Jena.

Jena supports a variety of reasoners predefined reasoners Transitive reasoner, RDFS rule reasoner, OWL Reasoner, DAML
micro reasoner, Generic rule reasoner. Out of all these reasoners Generic rule reasoners is used which supports user defined
rules , Forward chaining, tabled backward chaining and hybrid execution strategies is chosen in this paper to demonstrate
personalization in Semantic Web.

1.2.4 Significance of using rule based reasoners
As Semantic Web is becoming popular more applications need the support of rule based inference engine for processing
Semantic Web data in an intelligent manner [11]. Many rule languages have been proposed to allow rule reuse and
interoperations. Advantages of rule based inference engines are they employ high performance reasoning algorithms, they
are compatibles with existing Semantic web standards, support the use of built in functions, provide interchangeable format.
Main advantage of using rule based reasoners are they enhance the ontology language by describing relationships that
cannot be described using Description Logic(DL) used  in OWL.

The first section of paper gives an introduction to Semantic Web, personalization, reasoning techniques applied on Semantic
Web followed by related work done in this domain. Next section describes the personalization system proposed in this paper.
Results obtained by using generic rule reasoner, OWL reasoner are discussed in the last section followed by conclusion and
future work.

2. Related Work

Personalization systems for Semantic Web can be classified broadly into seven categories as in [12]. Rule based recommendation
systems are often combined with context based system to provide recommendations. SPLIS[13]  is a personalization system
that provides personalized information to the user using context and rule based policies. It enables point of interest owners
to assert their own properties and group targeted offers to be represented as rules. This system was extended as Geosocial
SPLIS[14] which allowed even regular users with the capability to add their own contextualized rule based preferences
through a web editor.This system provides personalized recommendations to user based on the constraints that are added
as rules and context information collected form the user.

Much research is not carried in the domain where only rules are used to generate personalized results. Most of rule based
Personalization systems used weblog to extract rule as in [15]. In this approach two models are used first model contains
domain independent information and second model contains domain dependent which consists of information stored in
client and server logs used to build event ontology. This approach is time consuming as it uses the information stored in logs.
Faceted classification is used to generate personalized results.

Rule based personalization system have been proposed in E-Learning domain using the weblog data which consists of
website access patterns as in [16]. Existing approach is based aggregate user profile which is created using web usage mining
approach by applying Apriori algorithm on weblog. Rules are discovered among the web usage patterns using the frequent
item set generated. Existing approach is time consuming as have to apply pre-processing step such as data cleaning for
removing inconsistencies in the weblog. The drawback of applying Apriori algorithm is it generates many candidate sets for
finding frequent item sets which is time consuming process. It requires data set to be in memory and requires many scans of
data sets. The frequent item sets generated by Apriori are based on minimum support and minimum confidence and the
selection of these values is very crucial for the effective working of this approach.

Medical recommendations were generated using RDFS rule engine supported by Jena as in [17].Panacea recommendation
system uses reasoners at two levels the first level reasoner is used to infer relations such as union and inheritance, second
level uses a RDFS rule based inference engine for recommending drugs to patients. Jena supports two types of rule engine
first is RDFS rule engine and Generic rule reasoner. In this paper General purpose rule based reasoner is used because it
implements both RDFS and OWL reasoners i.e it supports inference over RDF graphs  both and provides forward chaining,
backward chaining and a hybrid execution model. Generic Rule Reasoner requires a ruleset consisting of rule to define its
behaviour. Generic Rule Reasoner instance with a ruleset can be bound to a data model for answering queries related to the
resulting inference model.
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The main differences between existing approaches and proposed approach are

1. Proposed approach demonstrates using only rule formalism to perform personalization task without using context information.

2. Ontological user profile is used in proposed approach instead of aggregate profile therefore pre-processing step; application
of Apriori is not required for generating rules.

3. The novelty of proposed approach is server; client log is not used in generation of rules. Proposed approach consumes
less time as training is not required to generate rules from server, client log data.

4. Proposed approach uses Generic rule reasoner to generate personalized results which was not used in any of the existing
approaches till date.

3. Personalization system

In this paper a personalization system SemRPer is built. SemRPer is a personalization system that produces personalized
recommendations using rules. SemRPer uses  reasoners at two level at first level build in DL based reasoner is used to check
the consistency of the merged ontology in third step, next level a Generic rule reasoner  is used to generate personalized
recommendations. Working of SemRPer system is demonstrated by using two ontologies developed. First step to build
SemRPer is to construct domain ontology in Protégé which consists of all the domain related data. Protégé is chosen to build
domain ontology because of its friendly user interface which gives a graphical idea of the ontology which is not possible in
Jena. Second step is to build user profile ontology in Protégé. In third step Domain ontology is merged with the user profile
ontology and the consistency of the ontology is checked by using a Pellet DL reasoner. Ontologies are loaded in Eclipse
using Jena Semantic Web framework. Next step is to write the rules in Jena. Rules written must be to personalize the data in
the application. Last step is to create an instance of Generic rule reasoner and configure the reasoner using the rule file so that
when a reasoner is run personalized results are produced. SemRPer algorithm is given in figure 1 as follows. The Algorithm
takes the inputs Domain ontology and User profile ontology. Output consists of the personalized results produced by
applying SemRPer algorithm. Architecture of SemRPer system is depicted in figure 2.

Figure 1.  SemRPer Algorithm

3.1 Data Sets
Personalization system proposed in this paper is being tested with two data sets. First data set has Toy ontology as the
domain ontology and Children profile ontology as the user profile ontology. Second data set has University ontology [18] as
the domain ontology and Student profile [19] as the user profile ontology. First data set is constructed from scratch as there
were no existing ontologies containing the required details on Toys for generating personalized Toys recommendations for
children. Results are discussed for the second data set as the input ontologies were already built in previous papers.

3.1.1 Data Set 1: Domain Ontology
This paper explores Toys domain which was not considered for personalization in any of the previous work. Toy ontology is
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Figure 2: SemRPer Architecture

Figure 3. Subclasses of Toys

constructed from scratch as there was no ontology existing on Swoogle which contained the required information on Toys.
Toy ontology contains details of toys purchased for children taken from age determination guidelines as in [20].
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Figure 4. Instance data of Toy Ontology

Toys ontology is build using Protégé ontology editor. Protégé is a free open source knowledge based framework. Protégé
allows creation, visualization, and manipulation of ontologies in various representation formats. Protégé is based on Java, is
extensible and provides plug and play environment. Protégé is used because of its graphical user interface which gives a
graphical description of the ontology. Ontologies can be designed very easily using protégé as in[21].

Toy ontology consists of the root class Toys which has subclasses Games_Activity_Play, Construction_Play,
Early_Exploratory_Practise_Play, Pretend_Role_Play, Media_Play, Educational_Academics, Sports_Recreational_Play.
Subclasses of Toys are further divided into subclasses as shown in figure 3. Instances are created for each toy subclass. For
each category of toy an instance represents an example of it. Instance data is added to the toy ontology as shown in figure
4.

Figure 5.  Subclasses of Children
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Figure 6. Instance data of Children Profile

3.1.2 Data Set 1: User Profile Ontology
User profile plays a crucial role in personalization. Profile contains information collected form the user. This information can
be used to generate the personalized recommendation according to the user needs or preferences specified in the profile.
Profile can be implicit or explicit. Implicit profile generation requires information to be collected from user logs which contains
details of the web sites visited cookies data. Implicit profile creation requires training and considerable amount of time for
generation.

In this paper explicit ontological profile is created for the children. There are many advantages of creating explicit profile as
it contains direct information provided by the user therefore profile creation is fast and does not require training and no log
data is needed to create a profile. Ontological profile has several advantages when compared non ontological profile such as
ontological profile can be reused and shared for other domain, ontology relations, conditions and restrictions can be used as
a basis for inferring additional user characteristics, reasoning support offered by the ontologies can be used to infer
additional user characteristics which are not specified explicitly by the users. The root class of the Children profile ontology
is the Children which are divided into subclasses according to the age of children as shown in figure 5.  The root class
children is divided into ten age groups starting from birth to twelve years the groups are 0to3Months
,4to7Months,8to11Months,12to18Months,19to23Months,2Years,3Years,4to5Years,6to8Years,9to12Years. Children are added
as instances to each age subclasses as shown in the figure 6.

3.1.3. Data Set 1: Merge the ontologies
Ontologies are merged to combine the information contained in both ontologies into a single ontology. The ontologies are
merged using the Protégé ontology editor. Domain Toy ontology is merged with Children Profile ontology using semi-
automatic approach  because there is no full automated support for ontology merging in Protégé [22]. Merging performs the
union of all classes’ properties and restriction it does not solve the inconsistencies created after merging therefore manual
intervention is required to solve the inconsistencies.

To perform merge input ontologies domain and children profile are opened in the same window for merging. If we run a DL
reasoner like FACT on the merged ontology it will give many inconsistencies because merge just performs union of classes.
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Figure 7. Merged ontology

Manually Children class must be made disjoint with Toys class in merged ontology. If disjoint ness is not made explicitly then
all the instances of Children classes will be inherited to Toys class. Therefore manual intervention is required in merging
ontologies in the same domain. The consistency of the merged ontology was verified by the reasoner as shown in the figure
7 and was found to be correct. .

If merging is not performed properly then the information contained in domain ontology and profile ontology cannot be
combined and the resultant ontology will be in an inconsistent state, thereby a reasoner cannot be applied on an inconsistent
ontology.  Consistency of the merged ontology is checked with matching asserted and inferred class hierarchies.

3.1.4. Data Set 1: Load the ontologies
The ontologies must be loaded in eclipse integrated development environment using Jena Semantic Web development
framework. Jena allows modification of ontologies programmatically. Jena is based on Java. Jena is used for creating Semantic
Web applications. Jena contains classes/interfaces for managing OWL ontologies [23]. The ontologies are loaded by writing
code in Eclipse using Jena Semantic Web framework. Method used to load ontologies by creating a default model using the
method createOntologyModel ().

3.1.5. Data Set 1: Reasoning
Jena inference support has many types of reasoners like RDFS reasoner, OWL reasoner, transitive reasoner, General purpose
rule engine [24]. Additional truth on the modelling concepts can be devised using reasoners. Jena reasoner creates a new
RDF model containing asserted and derived tuples. This extended model can be queried in the same way as a plain RDF
model. In this paper Jena General Purpose rule engine is chosen to demonstrate personalization using user defined rules.
Generic rule reasoner offers forward chaining, backward chaining and hybrid execution strategies. Internally there are two
rule engines a forward chaining RETE [25] engine and a tabled datalog engine.  Generic rule reasoner requires a rule set to
define its behaviour. A rule set is a list of rules.  A Generic rule reasoner instance with a rule set can be used like any of the
reasoner supported by Jena which can be bound to a data model and used to answer queries to the resulting inference model.
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Figure 8. Rules for generating recommendations

Table1: Toys recommendation table

S.No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Age group

0 to 3 Months

4 to 7 Months

8 to 11 Months

12 to 18
Months

19 to
23Months

2 Years

3 Years

4 to 5 Years

6 to 8 Years

9 to 12 Years

Recommended Toys

Mirrors Mobiles Manipulatives,Blocks,Dolls Stuffed Toys

Mirrors Mobiles Manipulatives,Blocks,Dolls Stuffed Toys, Push Pull

Mirrors Mobiles Manipulatives,Blocks,Dolls Stuffed Toys, Push Pull

Mirrors Mobiles Manipulatives,Blocks,Dolls Stuffed Toys, Push Pull,Small Vehicles Toys, Tools
and Props

Mirrors Mobiles Manipulatives,Blocks,Dolls Stuffed Toys, Push Pull,Small Vehicles Toys, Tools
and Props

Blocks, Dolls Stuffed Toys, Small Vehicles Toys, Tools and Props,Inter locking building material,
Play scenes and puppets, Dress up material, Ride on Toys, Learning Toys

Audio Visual Equipment ,Musical Instrument, Blocks, Dolls Stuffed Toys, Small Vehicles Toys,
Tools and Props ,Inter locking building material, Play scenes and puppets, Dress up material,
Ride on Toys, Learning Toys, Puzzles ,Card Floor Board and Table Games, Recreational
Equipment ,Books ,Computer Video Games.

Audio Visual Equipment ,Musical Instrument, Blocks, Dolls Stuffed Toys, Small Vehicles Toys,
Tools and Props ,Inter locking building material, Play scenes and puppets, Dress up material,
Ride on Toys, Learning Toys, Puzzles ,Card Floor Board and Table Games, Recreational
Equipment ,Books ,Computer Video Games, Sports Equipment, Educational Toys.

Audio Visual Equipment ,Musical Instrument, Inter locking building material, Ride on Toys,
Learning Toys, Puzzles ,Card Floor Board and Table Games, ,Books ,Computer Video Games,
Sports Equipment, Educational Toys.

Puzzles ,Card Floor Board and Table Games, Ride on Toys, Learning Toys, Educational Toys,
Sports Equipment, Books ,Computer Video Games

3.1.5.1 Jena rules
Rules acts upon defined ontological knowledge based and are used to enrich the expressiveness of an ontology language.
Jena rule is a rule format supported by inference engine in Jena Semantic Web framework. Jena rule is based on RDFS rule
syntax and uses triple representation of RDF description. Rule can have a name and built in functions can be used in
functions terms in a rule. Personalization is performed by writing rules for recommending toys for children depending on their
age groups. For age group 0to3Months only few categories of toys can be recommended such as all the instances of
Mirrors_Mobiles_Manipulatives, Blocks, and Dolls_Stuffed_Toys. Toys recommended for all age groups are given as in
Table 1.
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An instance of generic reasoner is created with the specified configuration as shown in figure 10. Output of the reasoner is
stored in information model. Reasoner creates an information model. Prepare command is run to display the output of the
reasoner.

Figure 10.  Creating an instance of Generic rule reasoner

3.1.6. Data Set 1: Results
Generic rule reasoner produces the output according to the input rule set as shown in figure 11. Mary is an instance of
0to3Months and the toys recommended for Mary are instances of Mirrors Mobiles Manipulatives, Blocks and Stuffed toys.
Accordingly toys are recommended for all children based on the age groups. Personalized recommendations will be generated
for all children.

Advantage of using generic rule reasoner over build in OWL reasoner of Jena is shown in the figure 12. Results obtained by
using OWL reasoner will contain all toys as recommendations for Mary because the system is not personalized by the rule
set.

3.1.6.1 Measures
Personalized Recommendations
The metrics used for personalized recommendations is Precision. Precision measures the performance of recommendations
system.

3.1.6.1.1 Precision
Precision represents the probability that a recommended item is relevant.

Figure 9. Configuration for generic rule reasoner Generic rule reasoner is configured for forward chaining with a rule file

Rules are written for implementing personalization in this application. Collection of rules is called as rule set. Rule set consists
of eighty five rules. Rule file is created containing rule set for personalization. Rules are created in java rule object with a list
of body terms, list of head terms with an optional name and direction. Rule set consists of toys recommended based on the
age group of children as shown in Figure 8. Rules written for Generating Personalized recommendation for children in the
agegroup 0 to 3 months Rules are written for recommending toys according to the age group of children. All the rules are
stored in rule file which is loaded in Eclipse.

3.1.5.2 Generic rule reasoner
In this paper a generic rule reasoner is used to perform reasoning. Generic rule reasoner is a general purpose rule engine that
works on the user specified rules. Rules are specified to personalize the toys for the children depending on their age group.
Generic rule reasoner requires a rule set to determine its behaviour. Generic rule reasoner with a rule set can be used as any
other reasoner. Parameters control the behaviour of generic rule reasoner .The primary parameter is the rule set that can be
passed to instance of generic rule reasoner as configuration of generic reasoner as shown in figure 9. Configuration can be
used to specify other parameters such as rule mode which can be forward, backward, hybrid.

Precision = [1]
Nrs
Nr
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Figure 12: Toys recommend for Mary using OWL reasoner

Figure 11.  Toys recommended using Generic rule reasoner

Where Nrs represents the number of relevant items retrieved and Ns represents the number of retrieved items. Precision is
calculated for generating recommendation using OWL reasoner (No Personalization) and Generic rule reasoner (Personalization).
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3.1.6.1.1.2 Generic Rule Reasoner
Recommendations generated using Generic rule reasoner contains recommendations for only instances of Mirrors Mobiles
Manipulatives, Blocks, and Dolls Stuffed Toys as specified in the rule set. Only the instance of Toys that can be played by
Mary is recommended there by avoiding all unnecessary recommendations.

0 to 3Months 0.19 1

4 to 7Months 0.22 1

8 to 11Months 0.20 1

12 to 18Months 0.31 1

19 to 23Months 0.31 1

2 Years 0.44 1

3 Years 0.70 1

4 to 5Years 0.79 1

3.1.2 Data Set 2
Data set 2 consists of University ontology as the Domain ontology and Student profile ontology as the User profile ontology
which were constructed in [18] and [19] respectively. University ontology was consistently merged with Student profile
ontology as shown in Figure 14 using a semi-automatic approach which required manual resolution of inconsistencies as

Table 2. Precision values

Figure 13. Precision line

Precision is improved from 0.194 to 1 by using generic rule reasoner. Precision is given in a tabular form in table 2 for all
instances of classes. Precision lines are plotted as shown in figure 13.

Precision
Generic(Mary) 

=
Nrs

Nr
(Nrs for Mary is 13 and Nr is 13 )

Precision
Generic(Mary) 

= 13/13 = 1

Precision
Generic

(PERSONALIZATION)
Instances

Precision
OWL

(NO PERSONALIZATION)

(Nrs for Mary is 13 and Nr is 67 )Precision
OWL(Mary) 

=

Precision
OWL(Mary) 

=13/67 = 0.194

Nrs

Nr

3.1.6.1.1.1 OWL Reasoner
Recommendations generated using OWL reasoner contains recommendations for all instances of Toys, for all children
without considering the age group information. Personalization is not carried by using OWL reasoner, therefore the values
of precision are according to equation 1

Table 2. Precision Values

P
re

ci
si

o
n

G
en

er
ic

PrecisionOWL

Precision

1

7

0
1 3 5

0.5

9

Series 1
Series 1

Series 2
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Figure 14. OntoGraf view of merged ontology

Figure 15. Individuals of Student_Profile and Student_University

Recommendations must be generated for two categories of students. Students currently studying in University comes under
first category, Students who wants to seek admission into the University comes under second category. Individuals of
Student_University and Student_Profile are given in Figure 15.

Two different object properties are used to relate both categories isPursuing object property relates Student_University with
Courses. isSelected object property relates Student_Profile with Courses. Rule set for personalized recommendation is given
in figure 16. Rule 2 generates recommendations for the Students who are already pursuing some course at the University and
the rest of the rules are used to generate recommendation for Students who are interested in getting registered for some
desired course of study at University.

demonstrated in [22]. Merged ontology was given input to the personalization application along with the rule set required for
generating personalized course recommendation to the students depending on the current course of study. Recommendation
generated contains the future course of study that can be chosen by the student. Advantage of producing recommendations
is that the student will not be burden with checking the eligibility for the desired course of study he just have to create a
profile which consists of the current pursuing course details and existing qualifications.

3.1.2.1 Data Set 2: Reasoning
Generic rule reasoner is used to generate personalized results. Rules are written in Jena Semantic Web framework.
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Figure 16.  Rule set for generating personalized recommendation for Students

Number of rules generated depends on the number of Courses offered at the University. To demonstrate the working of
SemRPer only 20 courses are taken in the current scenario.

3.1.2.2 Data Set 2: Results
Results obtained by using a Generic rule reasoner are shown in Figure 17. Results contain the recommendations based on the
current pursuing course and existing qualification of Students, thereby avoiding recommendations for courses that cannot
be pursued by Students.  Results of Generic rule reasoner are compared with the results generated using OWL reasoner
which generates recommendations for all the courses that are offered by University without considering current pursuing
course details and existing qualifications of students as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 17. Recommendations generated using Generic Rule reasoner
4. Conclusion

Paper started with personalization significance, reasoning systems advantages were explored followed by related work in the
domain.  A novel Rule based personalization approach using a generic rule reasoner is demonstrated in this paper using as
two application as example. Generic rule reasoner is used for generating personalized results based on the rule set. Rule set
consists of the rules written for implementing personalization. First Data set consists of Toy ontology is used as domain
ontology, children profile ontology as user profile ontology which is used for personalizing the toys purchased for children
by writing rules for each category of toys depending on the age group of children. Second Data set consists of University
ontology as domain ontology and Student profile ontology as user profile ontology which is used for generating personalized
recommendation for courses depending on the existing qualification of Students. Results obtained by using generic rule
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reasoner are compared with the results obtained by applying built in OWL reasoner of Jena. Comparisons are made by
analysing precision as a metric for generating personalized results. Main aim of any personalization system is not over
burden the user with all information present in the system but to provide the user only with the required information so that
the user does not get lost in information overload, thus this aim has been successfully achieved in this paper.

5. Future work

Ontologies used as inputs for SemRPer is built from scratch in this paper. In future benchmark ontologies will be used as an
input for SemRPer system. Therefore the capabilities of SemRPer algorithm will be demonstrated on existing ontologies for
generating personalized recommendations for different domains. The advantages of using ontological profile will be
demonstrated by reusing the profile information across different domains for generating personalized results.
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